ECO FAITH RECOVERY
PERMACULTURE EXTENSION AGENT INITIATIVE

Build ecological and biblical literacy in your faith community while engaging in practical and transformative projects.

WEEKEND WORKSHOPS:
- Watershed Discipleship (watersheddiscipleship.org)
- Edible Forest Gardens
- Pollinator Friendly Plants
- Native Habitat Gardens

EXTENSION AGENT: DAVE PRITCHETT

Dave Pritchett grew up the child of missionaries near the foothills of Mt. Kenya, and is grateful for a formative childhood living alongside an indigenous culture. Now he lives in Portland, Oregon, and as an associate medical director for a detoxification center and as a permaculture teacher and designer, he works for the health and recovery of both people and landscapes. He enjoys volunteering his skills in organizations like Ecofaith Recovery and Portland Fruit Tree Project.

EMAIL DMPRITCHETT@HARDING.EDU FOR INQUIRIES
WWW.ECOFAITHRECOVERY.ORG/INITIATIVES/EXTENSION